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SUMMARY ANALYSIS
HB 4003 passed the House on March 9, 2016, as SB 498.
Florida’s cohabitation law, s. 798.02, F.S., which was first enacted in 1868, makes it a second degree
misdemeanor if any:
 Man and woman, not being married to each other, lewdly and lasciviously associate and cohabit
together; or
 Man or woman, married or unmarried, engages in open and gross lewdness and lascivious behavior.
In recent years, states such as Arizona, Idaho, Maine, New Mexico, North Dakota, Virginia, and West Virginia,
have repealed their cohabitation laws. In 2006, North Carolina’s cohabitation law was found unconstitutional as
violating one’s substantive due process rights.
The bill repeals the portion of s. 798.02, F.S., which makes it a second degree misdemeanor for any man and
woman, not being married to each other, to lewdly and lasciviously associate and cohabit together.
The bill may have a negative jail bed impact, i.e., it may decrease the need for jail beds, because it repeals an
offense punishable as a second degree misdemeanor.
The bill was approved by the Governor on April 6, 2016, ch. 2016-188, L.O.F., and became effective on that
date.
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I. SUBSTANTIVE INFORMATION
A. EFFECT OF CHANGES:
Current Situation
Florida is one of only three states that criminalize cohabitation.1 Section 798.02, F.S., created in 1868,2
makes it a second degree misdemeanor3 if any:
 Man and woman, not being married to each other, lewdly and lasciviously associate and cohabit
together; or
 Man or woman, married or unmarried, engages in open and gross lewdness and lascivious
behavior.4
While rarely used in the criminal context, cohabitation laws have been used as a rationale to sanction
people in a civil context. For example, in 1979, the Florida Department of Business and Professional
Regulation suspended a company’s liquor license after finding that six of the company’s agents,
servants or employees violated s. 798.02, F.S.5 In 1999, North Carolina officials refused to grant
victim’s compensation to an unmarried victim of domestic violence because she was cohabiting with
her boyfriend, and was therefore a criminal.6 In 2001, authorities in Virginia cited that state’s
cohabitation law to revoke a professional license of the owner of a day care center.7
In recent years, states such as Arizona, Idaho, Maine, New Mexico, North Dakota, Virginia, and West
Virginia, have repealed their cohabitation laws.8
In addition, North Carolina’s cohabitation law9 was found unconstitutional as violating an individual’s
substantive due process rights.10 In its ruling, the North Carolina court relied on Lawrence v. Texas,11
which held that a Texas statute making it a crime for two persons of the same sex to engage in certain
intimate sexual conduct violated the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United
States Constitution. Writing for the United States Supreme Court, Justice Kennedy said “Liberty
protects the person from unwarranted government intrusions into a dwelling or other private places. In
our tradition the State is not omnipresent in the home.”12 Justice Kennedy also stated that the following
quote by Justice Stevens’ in an earlier case should be controlling:
[I]ndividual decisions by married persons, concerning the intimacies of their physical
relationship, even when not intended to produce offspring, are a form of ‘liberty’
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The other states with cohabitation laws are Michigan (s. 750.335, M.C.L.A.) and Mississippi (s. 97-29-1, M.C.A.).
Laws 1868, chapter 1637, subsection 8, section 6.
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A second degree misdemeanor is punishable by up to 60 days in county jail and a $500 fine. ss. 775.082 and 775.083, F.S.
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years, or in the county jail not exceeding one year, or by fine not exceeding three hundred dollars.”
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protected by the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Moreover, this
protection extends to intimate choices by unmarried as well as married persons.13
Effect of the Bill
The bill repeals the portion of s. 798.02, F.S., which makes it a second degree misdemeanor for any
man and woman, not being married to each other, to lewdly and lasciviously associate and cohabit
together.

II. FISCAL ANALYSIS & ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT

A. FISCAL IMPACT ON STATE GOVERNMENT:
1. Revenues:
The bill does not appear to have any impact on state revenues.
2. Expenditures:
The bill does not appear to have any impact on state expenditures.
B. FISCAL IMPACT ON LOCAL GOVERNMENTS:
1. Revenues:
The bill does not appear to have any impact on local government revenues.
2. Expenditures:
The bill may have a negative jail bed impact, i.e., it may decrease the need for jail beds, because it
repeals an offense punishable as a second degree misdemeanor.
C. DIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACT ON PRIVATE SECTOR:
None.
D. FISCAL COMMENTS:
None.
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Id. at 578 (citing Bowers v. Hardwick, 478 U.S. 186 (1986)).
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